Mother Earth on display at Cooper Union’s End
of Year Show
by Anna Sanders
The East Village has plenty of restaurants, bars and tattoo shops, but for the next few weeks residents and tourists
can explore American volcanoes, lakes and deserts free of charge.
The Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art will display over 300 student projects of various natural
sites around the country during the annual End of Year Show, in addition to other student art, engineering and
architecture projects. With free access to art, experiments and model volcanoes, the annual show is one of the
neighborhood’s best-kept secrets, literally, as few visitors made it to the show for last week’s opening.
But Jolene Travis, assistant director of public affairs at Cooper Union, said that show does get many of visitors.
“I would say hundreds come,” she said, adding that the show includes displays in two buildings throughout several
floors and rooms, so exhibits only appear empty. She said many people from the community—art, engineering and
architecture buffs alike—attend the show at some point during its month-long run.
We see a lot of new faces every year,” Travis said. “People are just very much impressed by the high-caliber work,
the process that goes into the pieces, the intellectual exploration,” Travis said.
At the beginning of the semester, each student selected a natural site in the United States and spent months
gathering information about the site’s geography before they developed their thesis and built scaled-down
renderings of the site. But don’t be fooled: these aren’t your average science fair projects.
Student Aikaterina Olga Kefalogianni stood proudly next to a suspended model of her project, Crater Lake.
Kefalogianni’s project depicts a crater-turned-lake that formed after a volcanic erupted and collapsed thousands of
years ago.
“It is a crater that was created by the eruption of the volcano and then it
was filled with water,” Kefalogianni explained.
Kefalogianni’s four Crater Lake models—each no bigger than a slice of
pizza are made of glass, plaster and cardboard. The plaster model is
displayed in front of a five-foot section of wall devoted to sketches
depicting Crater Lake from various angles in pen, marker and pencil.
Though the worldwide energy crisis might be hard for one man to tackle,
Wei Che Yu explored the renewable resource potential of Hawaii’s lava
tubes in his project.
The lava tubes are basically pipes in which lava flows. But because of the lava’s high temperature, steam
commonly develops within the tubes. Carefully scaled glass models demonstrate how Yu thinks this steam could
be utilized.

“The local people can use the steam to become their power,” he explained. “It’s like a proposal,” Yu said, pointing
to his project.
The exhibit runs Tuesday – Saturday through May 18th at the Foundation Building, 7 East 7th street and 41
Cooper Square. Admission is free. For more information call 212-353-4200 or email artschool@cooper.edu

